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“I was not content to believe in a personal devil and serve him, in the ordinary sense 
of the word. I wanted to get hold of him personally and become his chief of staff.”

       --Aleister Crowley

ADVANCEMENT
This campaign uses the medium advancement track.

Act One: Devils and Details
Our villains fend off Thorn’s infernal agents and become entangled in a web of devilish intrigue. They should be 

16th level.

Act Two: Paladin
Our villains learn where their old nemesis Sir Richard is going to be and have a chance to hunt him down. By its end 

they should be half way to 17th level.

Act Three: Phylactery
Having learned its location, our villains must now recover Thorn’s phylactery from the Cairn of the linnorm Ny-

thoggr. By the time it’s finished they should be 17th level.

Act Four: Agathium
The PCs must journey to the Savage North and track down their master in his fortress-cathedral. Thorn must die. 

By the time he falls our villains should be 18th level.

What Next? 
18th level is where Book Six: The Wages of Sin begins. We come at last to the climactic finale of the Way of the 

Wicked. Whatever happens, Talingarde will be forever changed. So have you sown, so shall you reap.
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Introduction

Introduction: Evil vs. Evil
Way back in book one (pg. 86) I wrote: “There is no doubt that the most common trap of evil campaigns is character 

versus character conflict…The source of that problem must be stated clearly: it is a rare gaming group that can handle 
intense inter-party conflict.”  I wrote that and I meant it. Hopefully, your campaign has taken that advice to heart for the 
last sixteen levels. Hopefully, your campaign has forged powerful bonds of trust between your cadre of wicked villains. 
Your villains must have managed to work together because otherwise there is no way they would have gotten this far.

This is the adventure where we start ignoring that advice. 

By the end of this adventure Cardinal Thorn is going to be dead, slain by the PCs’ own hands. No one is going to be 
their master but the PCs themselves. The PCs could at that point form a council of evil that rules the Knot of Thorns by 
a perfect model of cooperation and power sharing. 

Or they could realize that the Knot of Thorns can have only one master and that Talingarde can have only one king, 
and start plotting against each other. They can’t just annihilate one another. They still need their fellows to overcome 
the powerful foes they must yet face. Talingarde yet has its defenders. But the end is within sight and someone must 
succeed Thorn after they have destroyed him.

Let me argue that this is not a design flaw. Rather, this is our villains’ next step along the Way of the Wicked. This 
adventure path intends to give your players the experience of being a dark lord. And dark lords are a treacherous lot. 
Beginning in this book and culminating in the next, the PCs must decide if they are willing to share power. I hope that 
the answer, at least partially, is “no.”    

The PCs in this adventure are going to get to slay many enemies with an ‘E’ in their alignment. These fools stand in 
their way and must either be converted or dispatched. I trust that your villains will deal with these foes without any 
great amount of hesitancy. But it will also serve as a notice that their major enemies are no longer just the righteous 
worshippers of Mitra and the loyal defenders of Talingarde.

This is no longer only an errand of vengeance for being cast into the dungeons of Branderscar. The PCs are on a path 
to claim lordship over this island nation. The PCs will have their chance to become masters of the same land that once 
marked them as forsaken and beyond redemption. There is no question that they shall rule. The Battle of Fallingsbridge 
(see Book IV) has made that all but inevitable. The question is now who among them shall rule.

Clearly the answer for this book should be “Not Thorn.” This adventure is focused on ensuring that he never comes 
to power. But even as that work is being accomplished there should also be the nagging doubt amongst the PCs. When 
Thorn is finally dealt with, who will be his successor?

As the writer, I’ll help to hasten this conflict. In this adventure the PCs have the chance to claim a powerful magical 
ring – the Hadean Signet. The artifact is incredibly versatile and designed to be a major power boost to any PC of any 
class who wears it. Once they learn what the ring is capable of, every one of your PCs should want it. 

But here is the important thing to remember – only one can have it. There is no other treasure given in this adventure 
that compensates for the signet. Nothing even comes close to approaching its power. And once Thorn is dead, only one 
PC can bind his blood to the signet and claim its arsenal of powers. Once bound, the Hadean Signet is linked to that PC 
until their death. So, who gets the ring?

It should be a pivotal moment in the campaign. Who amongst your cadre of dark lords will inarguably become more 
powerful than the rest? Will the other villains fall in line behind their new master or will they have covet what has 
been claimed? Will jealousy gnaw at them?  Will this artifact sow the seeds that eventually tears apart the Ninth Knot 
and allows the forces of good, in their most desperate hour, to triumph at last?

We shall see...

          – Gary
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BOOK FIVE:                       
The Devil My Only Master

Adventure Background:                      
The Ambitions of Hell

Cardinal Adrastus Thorn did not come to power by 
accident. With the rise of the Mitra-worshipping House 
of Darius eighty years ago, Asmodeus himself briefly 
turned his attention to this mortal plane. So it was that 
the great pit fiend Naburus was sent to this world. He fell 
like a comet from the sky and blasted a crater into the icy 
waste of the Savage North. 

Naburus was charged with finding a mortal agent to 
see his master’s will done. He found a fallen Mitran car-
dinal waiting in Branderscar prison for his date with the 
pyre for consorting with dark powers. He found Cardinal 
Samuel Havelyn. Samuel Havelyn was no stranger to the 
powers of the pit. He had already pledged himself to As-
modeus and even possessed a boon (resistance to fire) 
that would likely allow him to survive the pyre.

Naburus watched and waited. When the Cardinal’s 
allegedly dead charred corpse was dumped into an un-
marked grave, it was Naburus who raised the corpses of 
criminals to exume the buried Cardinal. It was Naburus 
who granted the Cardinal Havelyn his wish and trans-
formed him into a hellborn lich. It was Naburus who 
granted the Cardinal a new name and rebranded him the 
Cardinal Adrastus Thorn and appointed him high priest 
of the Asmodean faith within Talingarde.

His work done, Naburus went into hiding knowing 
that the many celestials and powerful holy creatures who 
dwelt upon the isle were more than capable of destroying 
even a pit fiend and banishing him from this plane. He 
has been subtle in his manipulations since then. It was he 
who found the wandering bugbear Sakkaroth Fire-Axe 
and sent him to where Thorn might find him. He sum-
moned Dessiter of the Phistophilus and Tiadora of the 
Glyou, damned siblings, to this plane to aid the Cardinal. 
He even brought a powerful infernal artifact forth – the 
fabled Hadean Signet. 

He waits once more, watching his intricate and en-
tangled schemes play out. The pit fiend knows that the 
struggle between Hell and the higher realms approaches 
a critical junction. Soon the celestial realms will reveal 
their greatest agents upon this plane. Will the agents of 
hell be strong enough to answer these angels and their 
ilk? Will Talingarde be preserved as a stronghold of Mitra 
or remade into a devil’s paradise? Naburus knows that 
the time of reckoning is close at hand and will reveal 
himself only when the moment is perfect.

When Dessiter reported to Naburus that Thorn had 
spared the paladin Sir Richard, the pit fiend was disap-
pointed in his chosen. It seemed that Thorn was not as 
merciless and dedicated to revenge as he once seemed. 
He set Dessiter to a new purpose – finding a replacement 
for the Cardinal. Dessiter returned to the pit fiend and 
recommended the Ninth Knot, our PCs.

Naburus agreed with his underling that they seemed 
likely replacements. But he desired above all to test their 
worth. Thorn had once seemed worthy and it was only 
in the crucible of duty that he had revealed his weakness 
– a lingering love of his lost Bronwyn. Naburus has Des-
siter reveal to an inquisitor of Mitra the location of an 
artifact called The Devil’s Heart. It was because of Des-
siter that clever PCs could have learned the location of 
Thorn’s phylactery (in Book Four, Act Four, room 2-4). It 
was also Naburus that sent the PCs to assassinate Brigit of 
the Brijidine (a rival power in Talingarde).

If the PCs can locate Thorn’s phylactery then Naburus 
will exercise the loophole in the Pact of Thorns and re-
lease them from serving Thorn. The PCs will then be able 
to murder Thorn without violating their contract and 
earning the enmity of Hell. It may seem insane with so 
much at stake for Naburus to stand on a fine point of in-
fernal law. But before all else, the pit fiend is a creature of 
hell. The immortal law of Asmodeus must be respected.

So what is the contract’s loophole? 

In the first book the PCs signed the Pact of Thorns. 
Within that infernal compact, it specifies four loyalties 
that these newly minted servants of Hell must embrace. 
The second loyalty specifies the name and title of their 
master – Cardinal Adrastus Thorn, High Priest of Asmo-
deus in Talingarde. Their contractually required loyalty 
to him only extends as long as he holds that title and Na-
burus, being the one who granted him that title in the 
first place, can revoke it with a word. But Naburus is not 
only a monstrous and evil servant of hell; he is also a 
creature of pure law. He will not remove the title unless 
he has a worthy successor.

By the beginning of this Book it is possible that is 
already largely done. If the PCs have slain Brigit and 
learned the location of the phylactery as well as slaying 
the king of Talingarde, Naburus is impressed. Thorn’s re-
placement is close at hand. 

However, if Brigit remains alive and the location of 
the phylactery remains undiscovered, our band of vil-
lians has work to do. Naburus has set his advisor and le-
gal consultant Dessiter to closely monitoring the Knot. 
Soon, he will learn if Hell has found capable champions 
here in Talingarde at last.  
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Thorn’s Last Stand
Thorn knows the Ninth Knot is trying to kill him. He 

is absolutely certain of it. He believes this steadfastly, 
even if it isn’t true. How could they not covet his position 
and power? After all, he is now victorious.

With the Battle of Fallingsbridge, the armies of Tal-
ingarde are smashed and scattered. The Fire-Axe’s horde 
will soon leave the sacked city of Daveryn and march 
south to Matharyn, Talingarde’s capital. The horde will 
leisurely pillage and burn along the way, taking the whole 
summer to make the trip.

During that time, the Cardinal will complete his 
masterstroke. The mercenary army will arrive from the 
mainland and Vastenus Barca, in the guise of the Scion 
of Darius, will smash the horde in a well-choreographed 
slaughter and march into the capital a hero of the people. 
Talingarde will welcome him as their new ruler. There is 
only one loose end to be tied up. Those traitorous up-
starts in the Ninth must be destroyed.

Cardinal Thorn is curious whether they are stupid 
enough to accept an invitation into his stronghold, the 
Agathium. He sends Tiadora to our villains on one last 
errand – she will summon the Ninth. He thinks it un-
likely to work. The Ninth is unlikely to thrust their heads 
so easily into the noose. 

But Tiadora can be persuasive and perhaps they will 
simply attack her. Tiadora backed by the Nine Sisters is 
no slouch in a fight. Who knows, she might even manage 
to triumph. If the Ninth slays her, he will be within his 
rights to send more devils to assassinate them. And even-
tually they will either succumb or be forced to attack his 
stronghold. And at the Agathium, Thorn is certain these 
traitors will die.

Cardinal Adrastus Thorn did not intend for events to 
proceed this way. He has always taken an almost paternal 
pride in the wicked deeds of the Ninth. After all he dis-
covered them, freed them from Branderscar prison and 
personally trained them. The Ninth, he likes to believe, 
are his children. He retains some of this pride even as he 
sends his infernal servitors to slay them.

Thorn was even considering choosing one of them to 
be the Scion. General Vastenus Barca is a poor choice for 
the throne in truth. The general is a pompous aristocrat 
with no real loyalty to Asmodeus. Still, he can be kept 
in check and used as a puppet. Whatever, Barca’s faults 
at least the general is not actually plotting to destroy his 
master.  Thorn considers the whole affair unfortunate but 
now believes his victory to be all but inevitable. It is this 
arrogance that will doubtless be his undoing.

What Thorn does not realize is that he has more en-
emies than just our villains. Naburus, the most powerful 
devil in Talingarde, plots against him. And the cunning, 
brilliant, ruthless Dessiter already has put in motion a 
plot to destroy the Cardinal. Thorn sits in his cathedral 
of ice and stone, certain enemies are everywhere and 
that none of his servants can be trusted. He wastes his 
resources and his gifts not on ensuring that the servants 
of Mitra are soundly defeated, but on purging the traitors 
from the Knot of Thorns.

With the pit fiend Naburus against him, Thorn’s days 
are numbered.

What has not yet entered Thorn’s darkest dreams are 
that our villains are close to discovering his phylactery 
and using it to level the playing field. He hid it so well that 
he is certain the phylactery is beyond harm. He placed 
his once-beating mortal heart (now dessicated and black-
ened) into a golden coffer in the possession of the cairn 
linnorm Nythoggr, terror of the north. 

The linnorm seemed a perfect guardian. Nythoggr is 
a wily beast, but has no knowledge of matters arcane nor 
intelligence enough to realize the importance of the cof-
fer’s contents. What Thorn knew he could count on the 
greedy Nythoggr to do was guard his phylactery to the 
last end of his strength. And for years, Thorn’s plan has 
worked perfectly.

But now it’s all falling apart. The Knot unravels and 
Thorn is too blind to see it. The surviving Knots are either 
destroyed, in open rebellion, or willing to accept a new 
master. Only the Second still cleaves loyally to Thorn and 
soon enough our villains will deal with them.

The Ninth Knot is now powerful enough to track Ny-
thoggr back to his lair and slay the linnorm (even braving 
the dragon’s death curse). Soon they will have the phy-
lactery. They will hold their master’s immortality in their 
grasp.

Once inviolate allies such as Naburus and Dessiter 
now scheme and move across Talingarde, working to en-
sure their former champion’s destruction. Thorn is a man 
with a few friends. And those few friends (such as Wol-
fram and Sherkov) are all bottled up in one place – the 
Agathium. Thorn does not yet realize it, but the throne 
room of the Agathium is not the seat of his triumph. 
The Agathium is a prison he has locked himself within. 
It is here that Cardinal Adrastus Thorn will make his 
last stand against the same villains he freed and trained. 
Thorn has long walked the Way of the Wicked but his 
journey is almost at an end. Like most villians, his de-
struction originated not from without but from within.
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Act One:                        
Devils and Details
Event One: An Expected Visitor

Within twenty four hours of the death of King Marka-
dian and their assault upon the Adarium, Tiadora is sent 
to the PCs. Can Tiadora even find them? If the PCs are 
still wearing their iron circlets, the answer is obviously 
yes.  Even without the circlets, Tiadora can still probably 
find the villians. Way back in Book One (Act Two, Event 
Two) Tiadora secretly collected a strand of hair from 
each PC. If any of those villains yet survive then Thorn 
can use that lock of hair to track them down (per the spell 
greater scrying).

If none of the original PCs survive or they have some-
how destroyed the locks, then Tiadora instead visits her 
brother Dessiter. If Dessiter has entered into a contract 
with any of the PCs then he too can find them (thanks 
to the Contract Devil ability infernal investment) and he 
is only too happy to tell his beloved sister their where-
abouts. He requires only the promise that she not reveal  
the source of this information.

Why would Dessiter do this? Dessiter wants Thorn and 
the Ninth Knot to battle as soon as possible. Regardless 
of who wins, having one victor is better than prolonged 
internecine warfare. Dessiter believes that the Knot’s vic-
tory is probable so why delay their moment of triumph? 

So, Tiadora is almost certain to locate the PCs wher-
ever they may hide. When she arrives, once more in the 
guise of a beautiful maiden dressed all in white, she does 
not come alone. She brings all of the surviving Nine Sis-
ters.

At first, she is friendly acting as if this is yet another 
message from Thorn. “My lords, news has reached your 
master of your great victory. The king of Talingarde is dead 
by your hand.  Well done. Cardinal Adrastus Thorn, high 
priest of Asmodeus in Talingarde, bids me give thee a mes-
sage. He asks you to accompany me to the Agathium so 
that he may congratulate you in person and bestow upon 
you great reward and high honors. Are you ready? Let us 
depart with all haste.”

Tiadora is a capable liar (Bluff +26) but still a well-
made Sense Motive skill check may reveal that she is hid-
ing something.If perchance the PCs foolishly believe Tia-
dora and accept her summons, they are in grave danger. 
Tiadora teleports them into the Nave of the Agathium 
(room 1-4). There awaits Thorn, Grigori Sherkov, Mar-
cel Wolfram and the Frost Giants. Thorn smiles knowing 
that they do not have his phylactery. “All too easy.”

And with that the trap is sprung.  

Thorn and Sherkov begin the battle by casting dimen-
sional anchor upon their foes so that none can escape. 
Wolfram and the Frost Giants wade into battle. Tiadora 
and the erinyes do their best to ensnare the PCs. This a 
battle the PCs almost certainly cannot win. They might, if 
they are quick and lucky, escape. But even that is unlikely. 
Their Way of the Wicked almost certainly ends here.

But almost certainly the PCs refuse Tiadora’s offer. 
They have already been warned by Dessiter (Book Four, 
Act Three, Event One) that this is an ambush. Rven if 
they have decided to ignore the warning, Tiadora’s invita-
tion should be immediately suspicious. Thorn has never 
invited them to the Agathium before. Obviously some-
thing is afoot.

Tiadora is expecting them to refuse. She has been 
working with the PCs for years now and she is certain, 
whatever flaws they have, they are not fools. The Ninth 
Knot will smell this trap a mile away. She even told Thorn 
this.

If they refuse but do not attack. Tiadora asks one more 
time “Why do you refuse this honor? Does fear so fill you  
that you cannot even face Thorn? Tell me, my lords, what 
have you done that makes you so ashamed to even speak 
with our master?” 

If they refuse again, Tiadora drops the pretenses and 
begins to laugh. She does something very unusual then. 
She reveals her true form. She stands before them in all 
her infernal glory. 

“Tell me why. Tell me why you will not come before 
Thorn. Is there a message you would have me deliver?”

If the PCs at this point try to persuade Tiadora to 
join their cause, no doubt presenting evidence of Thorn’s 
many failings, she again only laughs. “You think I do not 
know? Thorn is terrified of you. He believes it is only a mat-
ter of time before you come to the Agathium in force. Know 
that whatever happens here, from this moment forward 
his agents will dog your steps. You could flee to the highest 
heaven or to the deepest depths and still your master would 
find you.

“The very first night you spent in his service, he bid me 
to secretly move amongst you and collect locks of your hair. 
Exhausted and inexperienced as you were, it was easily 
enough done. He knows where you are and he will never 
relent until you are slain. There is nothing more to be said. 
Fear has taken his mind and he sees enemies everywhere. 
I’m not sure he truly trusts anyone. Perhaps this is wise.”
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